
 THE BATTLE FOR SHINY PEAK TOWER 
SCOTTS’/ NEMEROTHS’ HIGHBORN ELVES VERSES JONBOBS’/ BEASTS’ EMPIRE OF 

SONNSTAAL. 

 

Figure 1. The Unusual Suspects. Left to right-HB Elf BSB and General, EoS Prelate General, BSB and Wizard. 

Disclaimer. Indifferently to how you digest this literary offering, I was indeed actually completely 

sober whence scribing it…good luck. 
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They Story so Far… 
Stinky elves of the mighty Scott Dynasty seek the placement of the humans’ tower of Cracked 

Butt as it overlooks a particularly shiny hill that the elves just can’t resist. So as to not annoy the 

neighbours and rightful owners of the territory they dress up as Spikey Elves whom are deviant 

enough to do such an unthinkable act.  

Believed once to be the site of an ancient anvil of some Elven Smith-God, the mischievous 

elves believe they can make their battle host even shinier and prettier than ever before, despite their 

outrageously spikey ensemble. 

The resident vicar and Prelate of Eastern Grunthemsbergdonshireville has learnt of the Elves 

naughtiness and thinks otherwise. He has been suffering from haunting dreams prior to the elves 

intrusion and has since been granted a vision by the human God of all Things Shiny and Good. The 

god warned him that it is his life’s task is to protect the hill and tower from all things with pointy ears 

no matter how spikey they appeared; less, lo and lament, all of Grunthemsbergs’ trinkets would 

become lack lustre and not very shiny at all if he not rise to the task.  

If the Prelate failed to do this or at least didn’t make a damn good attempt at it, the God of all Things 

Shiny and Good would curse the vicar to never ever be allowed to attend the all-priests Sangria and 

Sombreros Meet and Greet next Tuesday. 

 

Figure 2. The swarthy generals themselves. Nemeroth (Left) and Ulthred (Right). 

  



Preamble 
Thoughts before the game: Frankly, Jonbob (aka Beast) of the EoS shat himself. He was 

originally going to wield the infamous and resolute faction of stinking-gold-fetishist-beard-fanciers 

and was quite perturbed about facing off against a brand new, previously un-faced/ weighed-up 

faction. As you may very well be aware, stunty f**ks have some especially shiny, pretty things which 

the elves would have been interested in and would want to fight for. And above all, Dwarfs know the 

best way to stop elves getting into your stash of shiny things is to employ gun powder. And lots of it!  

Unfortunately for Beastly Countenance, Scott had his lucky I-don’t-want-to-fight-these-guys tradable 

campaign card to hand and said in a proud and happy voice ‘I don’t want to fight those guys’ 

followed up by ‘I demand you be squishy humans instead’. So low, Beast Worriers’ dwarf throng was 

hurled back into the depths of the dusty, forgotten and rather cob webby attic from whence they 

came. 

Never the less, Sir John of Bob manned up and stood courageously in front of his dusty shelves of 

armies staring at his human models and valiantly decreed, ‘well now what the f**k do I do?’ A mere 

24 hours later, he’d almost come up with a plan: do the same thing he was going to do in the first 

place but with the normal sized soldiers instead! Cunning at its most cunning. Beware The Legions of 

Scott, Jonbob may just have something here! 

Scott took no wizards by the way. Beastbob took a great many. 

The Battlefield 
The terrain was set, it looked both mighty, formidable and indeed sexually alluring and every 

one was suitably aroused. Let’s roll some f**king dice! 

I soon as I’d rolled up where the tower and the two hills were going I just knew that the bottom left 

corner opposite wouldn’t get used at all. No line of sight (from the hills), nothing contestable, no 

cover. Was I right? Let’s see… 

 Just about every piece of scenery on the field got used during the battle and may even have had a 

drastic impact on the game. The fecking ruins certainly did. Didn’t they Scott? Aye? Didn’t they? 

Scott. The ruins, Scott. Dem ruins. Eh? ‘Member them? 



Deployment: 

 

Figure 3 The armies line up for action. 

Johnbob picked a side and set up first in advance of Scott’s arrival, which made sense as it was 

Empire of Sonstal territory. Scott therefore got to choose whether to have the first turn or not. 

Scott’s fast cavalry vanguard up to the about the half way point. And the Empire Huntsmen scouted 

in the nearby field. 



 

Figure 4. Scouts and vanguards in one convenient and colourful action shot. 

 

  



Spikey Highborn Elves Turn One 
 

MOVEMENT: The elves did so little movement I haven’t even bothered to write anything down 

The fast cavalry continued their race across the field keeping within bow shot of the drunken smelly 

homeless degenerate flagellants stumbling and wailing their way across the field from the other 

side. I believe Jonbob has aptly named this unit the Grunthemsberg Gutterwash or some such. 

 

Figure 5. The tricksey elf fast cav. zoom around the enemy flank. 

MAGIC:  Scott rolled up power of 7-5, then realised he had no offensive magic 

capabilities so we moved on to shooting. Nice easy job of scribing for me. 

SHOOTING: One of the fast cav. managed to plink off an flagellant. The Elven archers hiding in 

the ruins took aim at the volley gun far and high in the enemy deployment zone. They let loose their 

mighty shafts and somehow managed to impale-off 4 wounds from the ridiculous contraption! 

Leaving a mere one to worry about. Spicy shooting. Sir Jon of Bobs’ sphincter quivered with fear. 



 

Figure 6. The eleven archers, hidden in the ruins, mess up the volley gun from way across the field. 

 The eleven BSB couldn’t use his long bow yet as he was too busy Morris dancing with his 

retinue of Lion Tamers. Jigging in the spring I believe they call it. Not what I’d call it mind… 

 One of the repeater bolt throwers missed the chicken cavalry that were pointed directly at 

them while the other one finished off the volley gun crew mercilessly, sending a shock wave of panic 

rippling down the Empire line. After many a nerve jangling leadership rolls only the crossbowmen on 

the Empire right flank could not take the pressure and headed for the cover of the woods.  

Incidentally the back rank of both EoS combat buses were a mere two perilous inches from the edge 

of the table and both failed their first leadership tests. Scary times. 

The Empire BSB got w*nkers crap from waggling his flag about so vigorously but it was most 

fortuitous that he made the effort. The commander of the state troops therefore elected to break 

wind to alleviate some of the tension in his camp. There was much gafforeing from both sides of the 

field. 

  



Empire of Soonstaaaaaaaal Turn One (1) 
 

Bugger my bowels if it doesn’t look like the Empire chaps still think they’re in with a chance of 

survival. Bring on the blood! 

MOVEMENT: Orders! I think both combat blocks are within the BSB’s shouty aura of discipline and 

he gives both buses Steady Men (a few pornographic lithographs to pass about I believe). 

  On the Empire right flank the furious, frenzied Flagellants were much perturbed as 

the fleeing crossbow men now emerging from the woods were blocking them from getting into the 

Elf fast cavalry. Drat!  

However, the disdainful degenerates did pass a March Test and stomped on through the woods 

once the idiot crossbowmen had continued their flight off the table - aided by the taunting elf fast 

cavalry that harangued and whipped them on their way.  

Due to an awesome display of clumsiness by Jonbob, every single crossbowmen leapt courageously 

off their movement tray, therefore I could not be arsed to take a picture of their untimely flight. 

 

Figure 7. The EoS hastily redeploy their lines. 

MAGIC:  The magic phase saw the Empire Witch on the hill Scry the entire army 

pretty much by merely rolling many dice and scoring lots of numbers on said dice. Then some such 

prayers happened, Ulcers’ blessing and Rolands’ Rat or whatever. Not sure what Scott did about any 

of these. I’m assuming he tried his utmost to stop the Scrying but rolled too low and probably didn’t 

give two flying f**ks about the blessings/ prayers.  



 

Figure 8. The human wizardess feels lucky... 



 

Figure 9. Boom! Channel. 

Hooting: The huntsmen romping in the field held off their gay abandon long enough to hurl a 

bow or an arrow or two in the general direction of the oncoming Elven army. Betwixt their efforts 

and those of their colleagues, the remaining crossbowmen, they succeeded in taking down one 

whole Spearelf; who it turned out actually died hacking and spluttering with disdain at the humans’ 

pathetic and woeful display of shoottery. Bumshanks! 

    

 

Figure 10. Men with string attached to their sticks. 

 

 



Highborn Elves Turn 2. The Second of the Highborn Elves’ goes.  
 

MOVE IT: Giggling with glee at the shoddy display of marksmanship the elven fast cavalry 

rounded the woods and enemies rear to threaten the Empire Witch flapping about on the hill (tis the 

lesser of the shinier hills). 

The light chariot continued to amble around the woods in order to threaten the rather hairy and 

barely comfortably concealed bottoms of the flagellants. 

The Spearelves faced off against the Halberdiers and the Ryma knights (or dragon dudes on ponies) 

slunk down the flank to scare the Chicken Knights coming the other way. Nemeroth, (aka Scott) 

chose this moment to drop his guts causing all present to take panic tests due to the unholy nature 

of the guff within the limited confines of the tiny gaming room. Luckily everyone passed their ‘gas 

attack’ tests and carried on warring unabated. The Chicken Knights were so used to their owners’ 

almighty stench they barely noticed the abhorrent fumes and continued to peck the ground like 

reasonably well-behaved domestic livestock. 

 

Figure 11. The elf fast cav. threaten the enemy witch. 

SHOTS: The Elven archers entrenched in the ruins rattled off a bunch of shots felling two of 

the rangers rolling around on each other in the field. The bearded bears were most distraught at this 

onslaught but carried on their loathsome practice gleefully as they sort to explore and exploit 

necrophilia to the fullest. 



 

Figure 12. The Elven general eyes up potential targets...’Now then, who shall I kill?’… 

The Elven Light Cavalry poured shots into the capering, babbling witch on the hill. Despite her being 

covered by her colleagues she was impaled by many rigid, slender shafts of hard wood. Jon the Beast 

was most forlorn, bitter and resentful. He cast an evil curse uponst Scott/ a.k.a. Nemeroth, hexing 

his underwear to be forevermore tarnished with an evil hue and ungodly scent. Likewise his facial 

talky hole be smitten, becoming both repugnant and unsavoury in nature to all that beholden it. 

Lucky for Scott he managed to ward save the jinx and all was well so we proceeded, Job Non 

weeping like a sour, little bitch. 



 

Figure 13. …and decides the dirty witch must die. 

 



 

Figure 14. Where did she go? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Staaaanschtol Turn 2 (zwei) 
 

Libations were imbibed. More ghastly emanations departed sweaty orifices with gusto.   

ORDERS!!!!!!! Hold the Line and Steady Men were blurted out at any nearby gentlemen who were 

bothered enough to hear them. 

MANOUVVERS: 

The chicken cavalry tried a long ball charge at the dragon knights. But they fail. The Elves taunt them 

some more. 

 

Figure 15. The fast elven flank seeks to entrap the armoured hens. 

The flagellant’s manoeuvred in such a way as to face off at the archers bunkered in the ruins. 

The halberds and general march tested like little twats in order to encroach on the spear elves arena 

of dominance. 

The Spearmen swift-reformed and faced off against the dragon horse guys monopolising their flank. 



 

Figure 16. The mighty cavalry clash!  

MAGICS:  8-4. The prelate warbles off a few prayers. Nemeroth wears his unconcerned 

face. 

Shootsmen: The crossbowmen and hunters take aim at the Lion Tamers Guard and completely 

fail to do any damage at all. An evil rumble of maniac laughter tumbles from the larger of Scotts’ 

face holes. 

 

  



Highborn Elves Turn 3  
 

MANOUVERER:  Ooooh, options! The Dragon Knights and the elven general crash 

into the Armoured Hens. The Lion Tamers tried too with the notion of all three units overrunning 

into the spear unit behind the mutant chucks. Unfortunately they were all still too hysterical after 

the Empire shooting phase so merely stumbled forward tittering girlishly. Perhaps they decided the 

Elven shock troops should go to town first. Tis the way after all. 

 

Figure 17. Chompy, chompy, stabby, stabby, pecky, pecky, squawk! 

The fast cavalry takes the enemies’ hill ready to f-over the other unit of crossbowmen. The chariot 

pivots and threatens the rear of the raggedy bunch of flagellants. 

The Spearelves dig in against the ruins ready to receive a charge by either the flagellants or the 

Empire general and his retinue. 



 

SHOOTS:  the archers in the ruins slay every hunter in the field but one. That’s how it’s 

done. However, somehow the suddenly lonely beardy bastard passes his panic check. 

 

Figure 18. The elves entrench themselves ready to receive the empire rush. The Lone Ranger wonders where all his mates 
have gone. 



To add insult to injury the chariot takes a bead on the remaining hunter but misses. 

The fast cav. let loose on the crossbowmen but nothing occurs. Hmmm. 

Both the RBTs open up at the flags and kill around 4. 

COMBAT: The dragon knights pass their fear check as they hurtle into the war hens, closely 

followed by their general. The general swings and does a respectable couple of wounds but one gets 

armour saved. Sheesh. The Eleven knights go and rack up 7 wounds although a couple of those are 

saved. The mighty eleven steeds kick and stomp but do nothing. Naughty horses. No oats for you 

tonight. 

 The chickens peck back killing two proud knights. They just don’t have enough attacks back 

and loose the combat. They only stumble a little way from their aggressors and are run down by the 

angry elves. The general himself elects to hold and taunt the nearby human BSB with aloof derisory 

comments about his parentage. On a less important note the eleven general didn’t feel like taking on 

a full unit of spearmen by himself, which is for why he decided not to pursue. 

Unfortunately for the Elven Kniggits they didn’t quite get out of the advancing Spearmen’s arc. 

The nearby crossbowmen don’t panic and neither do the BSBs’ unit of spears. 

 

Figure 19. One very brave huntsmen. 



 

Figure 20. The cavalry wreck each other! But ultimately the elves come out on top…eugh… 

  



Empire of Sun Stall Turn 3 (Drei) 
 

ORDERS! Fire in Extra Ranks, and something else, effected the crossbows…O&D? Not sure what that 

means. Can’t read my own writing. 

MAUVE:  

Apparently the Halberds were out of range…for orders I assume. However, they did charge the 

Spearelves. 

The Spearmen charge the Elven Knights who fled. The Crossbowmen also have to charge something 

to get out of the way of the spearmen who really want to redirect and get to grips with the elven 

general…                           

Somehow the impetuous Crossbowguys made it into the Lion Tamer Guard and in their flank too I 

believe. 

Halberds make it into the Spearelves. Even though it was a long shot I believe but all is jolly and well. 

The flagellants passed another March Test and ambled towards centre stage, thier crusty eyes fixed 

on the Lion Tamers of Babblyboo. 

The Huntsmen (well, Beaters…herp!) didn’t quite have enough puff to chuff up the archers in the 

ruins but did their best to protect the generals’ flank. 

 

Figure 21. Kill that lil' bastard! 



 

Figure 22. The EoS hurtle across the field. Some very brave crossbowmen even fancy taking on the Elven elite! 

MAGICIANING:   1-5. The empire general does the fetid combat fire breath thing, 

Sonar Blessing? Sundial Tessling? It’s pretty well cast and Scott decides to let it go favouring the odds 

of not achieving much damage. Plus there’s more important things afoot to dispel. The gusty wind of 

the emperor caused 6 hits! 

Udders Bless, cast on 12, RRtW. Elves dispel it. 5++ ward cast on lots. 

COMBAT: The Lion guard nonchalantly sweep away two of the crossbows then try and 

concentrate on more important matters. However the crossbowmen do 3 Ws! Only one getting AS. 

The lions still win but only by one but the sturdy crossbowmen aren’t so easily scared off. They dig in 

their heels for another round and the elven elite hastily reform to face their aggressors. Who the F 

do they think they are? 

The elven general in combat with the enemy BSBS and spearmen whiffs a bit only taking down a 

single guy. The general’s mighty steed goes and whiffs. 

The empire BSB slaps the elf around a bit but fails to wound, at some point knocking his lucky shield 

off. In retaliation, with an immense display of spearmen ship and Orders eleven prince is jabbed 

from his prancing pony.  No lethal strikes were rolled but only one armour save was made and no 

wards. We all stared at each other for a bit trying to digest this unlikely happenstance. 

I believe the victorious spearmen managed to restrain over run, only just, and reformed to face the 

flank of the Lions still humorously engaged with the blood thirsty crossbowmen. 

In the Halberds verses the Spearelves combat, the Elves swing first, get an insane 18 hits, however 

only 7 wounds roll up. But then 3 guys make their Prayer ward saves. Sheesh. 

The Prelate swings and dispatches a couple of elves. Then his men go causing 6 wounds with the 

elves only saving one. The Britney Spearelves broke but the Prelate and his men were too exhausted 

after their righteous wrath to catch them. Luckily for the elves the nearby archers in the ruins held 

their panic check. 



Highborn Elves Turn 4 
 

MOVES:  The chariot charges the rear of the flagellants hoping to hold them up rather 

than letting them have free reign of the middle field. 

The Reavers chaff up the Spearmen threatening the flanks of the Lion Guard. 

The dragon knights rally and turn to face the flank of the spear bus. 

The spear elves rally, just, and turn to face the pursuing Prelates guard. 

 

Figure 23. The elves’ desperate counter charge. 

SHOT: The Elven archer’s perforate the lone hunter, the nearby Prelate’s guard only just passing 

their panic check. 

Both the Repeater Bolt Throwers let fly into the marauding halberds, taking down four guys despite 

the awkward line of sight. 

The fast cavalry kill a spear guy. 

 

FIGHTING: The Reaver Chariot cannons into the flagellants but only causes a single hit which 

does get turned into a wound. The riders and horses combined only take down a further maniac. 

The flagellants swing back and knock a couple of wounds off the chariot. The elves won by 3 but the 

flagellants are unbreakable. They did fail to reform to face the threat though. 



The lion guard and BSB mince the crossbowmen before they can swing then pivot to keep the 

flagellants and spearmen in their front arc. Awww, poor valiant, impetuous, foolish crossbowdudes! 

 

  



Empire Of Sonstal Turn 4 
 

ORDERS! Fight in Extra Ranks/ Steady men. 

BEWEGUNG: 

The Prelates’ Halberds charge the Spear elves intent on finishing them off. 

 

Figure 24. The Prelate goes on the war path! Raaagh! 

The Spearmen are forced to charge the fast cav. or get flanked by a handful of knights. 

PRAYERS PHAZE:  The only thing that got through was the Ward Prayers. 

COMBAT: the Spearelves thrust and jab the halberds racking up 7Ws again, sigh, but 4 of those 

are warded away to the ether. 

The Prelate swings and takes down an elf. 

The halberds chop and jab doing a respectable 6W but 3 of those are saved by trusty elven armour. 

It’s a 9-7 win for the Prelates Guard, the elves fail the break check and scuttle off. The prelate 

manages to hold his chaps in line. He elects to take the risk that the enemy will continue to flee and 

pivots to face the centre-ish field. Luckily for them the spear elves ran far and fast enough that they 

exited the field never to return. 

Normally I wouldn’t bother to detail the fast cavalry verses the spearmen combat as it’s a forgone 

conclusion…not on this day however. Bonus points to Jonbob because he foresaw his BSB letting him 



down and he did so in remarkable fashion only causing a single wound which then got armour 

saved…on a 6!!!! Damn sneaky elf used his pony as a meatshield. 

The fast cav. swing and manage to pop off a guy and their horses go and show them up by making 

two kills! 20 spears jab back at the cavalry. 20. TWENTY. They caused a solitary wound. ONE. 

Seriously. I’m so not kidding. 

The fast cav. still loose7-3 but they stick! However in the long run this turns out to be a bad thing for 

Scott as his fast cav. are now blocking his Lion Guards’ counter charge next turn. 

The chariot does fluff all and gets broken into shards by the flagellants who then proceed to eat and 

fornicate with the left over tattered hunks of horse meat. Yummy. 

By the way, just realised at this juncture I’d completely forgotten to take pictures, it was just so 

intense and exciting! 

  



Highborn Elves Turn 5 
 

MANOUVERS: After much deliberation and conjugation Nemeroth decides to rear end the 

Spearmen with his Dragon cavalry. 

The lion guard pivot a bit more to keep as many of the encroaching enemy in their sights. 

The archers in the ruins pivot to shoot the Prelates’ Halberds. 

 

Figure 25. The Empire BSB valiantly fends off threats from all sides. 

SHOOTING: Nemeroth unloads everything into the halberds to try and panic them away from the 

fighting. I believe he needed 7 kills to cause a check. The RBT’s together manage to take down 4, 

again; the archers took down two more. Finally the Elven general gets to shoot at something 

worthwhile but fails to take down a target…at short range…with BS a billion…sheesh. We rolled to 

see what would happen if they had managed to cause a panic but apparently the Prelate and his 

boys were unfazed. They had become desensitized to the elven plinking. 

PRODDING PHAZE: Spearmen VS heavy cav, the elites took down 4 guys, the light cavalry 

wounded one but it was saved. The Empire BSB swung and actually took down a couple of the latter 

cavalry. 

All the elven horses swung together…well kicked, causing 3ws only one of which was saved. 



The spearmen stab back killing all the fast cav with at least one Lethal Strike in to the mix and one of 

the dragon knights at the back gets pulled down. 10-9 victory for the Spearmen. The dragon knights 

hold.  

 

Figure 26. Now to finish prodding the knights. 

  



Empire of Sunny D, Turn 5 
 

ORDERS! Fight in extra ranks 

MOVES: the halberds charge the Lion Guard, but failed as did the elf generals’ stand and 

shoot reaction. Faulty bow. 

The flagellants stomp up on to the centre Battle Objective, they’re not a scoring unit but can still 

push enemies off of it. 

PRAYERS:  4-3. Again only the 5++ ward got through. 

COMBAT: the Dragon Knights only take down two spearmen. The BSB whiffs as is his want. The 

horses do a wound but the lucky spearman managed to get his head in the way of the otherwise 

fatal blow. The rest of his fellows jab, stab, poke, prod and lethal strike the remnants of the knights 

down. The BSBs unit then pivot back the way they were originally facing and now they have the 

Elven elites completely surrounded. Things are looking bleak for the swarthy interlopers. 

 

 

Figure 27. The poor Lion Guard are completely surrounded! 

  



Highborn Elves Turn 6 
MOVES: A time for calculated risks and desperate measures. The archers charge out of the 

ruins to attack the Prelates rear. However they fail exactly half their DTs. That’s 5 out of 10! The 

unfortunates panic and flee from the rear of the Enemy generals unit back through the ruins causing 

more DT’s. However no further wounds ensue. Naturally.  

[N.B. We might have to look this up. A bit like panicing chargers they may very well only have had to 

taken one set of DTs as they didn’t actually make it out of the ruins…just as stand and shoot caused 

panic tests, you flee from your starting position, not from within range of when they were shot. Look 

it up. Probably has a lot to do with the order of things. If they were facing a shooty unit then failed a 

panic they would have taken one set of DTs as they fled away. Anyways. It just seems damn-some 

unlucky for the elves. ] 

The Lion Guard hitch up their skirts and finally plough into the Prelate’s halberds intent on evening 

up the score. 

 

SHOOTING: Both the RBTs target the Spearmen doing 6w, again just shy of that desperately 

need panic check. 

COMBAT: the Elf BSB causes 3w on the halberds but 2 get warded by the Prayers. The Lion 

Guard swing, despite needing 2s (?) to hit, 5 miss! 6w do go through with none being warded away 

by pixies. 

The Prelate swings, does 2 wounds but one gets saved. 

The halberds go causing 6w. 2 get saved. 10-5 to the highborn elves. After much discussing and 

meaningful debate we unanimous decree that the most prudent move for the Elves is to pursue the 

enemy general, stomp his shiny bald pate into the mud and hopefully getting out of charge of the 

flagellants and indeed charge range of the spearmen. However our camaraderie, concluding and 

analysis were all for naught as not only did the elf elite fail to get out of the trap but they also failed 

to reach the Prelate and his stocky chaps too. Epic fail. 

  



Empire of Soonstal Turn 6 
I believe you may be able to work out what happens this turn. However….ORDERS!!!! The cold 

blooded thing and the extra hittyness thing. 

AMBULATORY PHAZE:  Luckily for Sir Jon of Bob, his Prelate rallies and turns his 

men back to face the pursuing elf BSB and retinue whom has just realised he’s about to get radished 

by an angry bunch of god botherers and doom sayers…and the flagellants do indeed make it into the 

lion guards flank. 

WIZARDING PHAZE:  None. Everybody is dead. 

SHOOTING PHAZE:  None. Everybody is dead. 

COMBAT: The two lions left on the flank do dispatch a flagellant each. However the divine 

degenerates hurl themselves at the elf elite with gusto and kill 5 outright. Bad times if you have a 

pair of pointy ears on the sides of your heed. 

7-4, on leadership 6 the BSB manages to hold his chaps together on the second try…and I think that’s 

pretty much the end of the game. 

 

Figure 28. The Elven elite try their best to break out of the trap but are caught. 

 

  



 

Results: 
So in the end the elves scored a respectable 1299. Not quite half the points available but close. 

The smelly men on the other hand devoured 1908 points. Bloomin’ ‘ell gav’na’! So almost two thirds. 

Apparently a difference of 609 points. So in game scoring terms that was a 13-7 win to the Men With 

Sticks (MWS). 

Now then, late in the game the Spearmen encroached on the secondary objective in the centre 

Battlefield. Claiming that made it a 16-4 to the MWS. Ouch. Oucher-roo. No shiny things for you, 

little elfies. 

 

Highborn Elf MVP/ MotM: possibly the archers who spent most of the game rattling off 

shots out from of the cemetery. They pretty much ensured the demise of the biggest threat to the 

elves, the volley gun. Such a huge achievement. That event was only slightly overshadowed by them 

fleeing and killing themselves in the process during the show down at the climax. I really think they 

would have made a difference in the final last stand of the Lion Guard. The Lion Guard, who couldn’t 

really properly engage the enemy all battle because somehow they were being slowly surrounded or 

held up by their own chaff! 

If not the above mentioned archers a mighty mention for the Dragon knights who smashed the 

mutant poultry in one sitting. Very nice to see. Tough eggs to crack. Again, it’s unfortunate that, 

despite the calculated risk, and Nemeroth was understandably confident his donkeys could then 

make it away from the Spearmen block, they then got over hauled by the naughty men with sticks 

which left the Elven General open to a beasting. By men. Men with sticks. Men with sticks and hats. 

Men with sticks and hats and bad breath. Men with sticks, bad breath and hats and nothing shinny 

of any real significance at all. A sad day in elven hell. Khianne (or whoever) would be confounded. 

And not a little irked. 

 

Empire of Moonstool MVP/ MotM:  
Beastly Bob had to give it to his two infantry blocks. They really won the day for him, basically 

churning through each and every assailant that came their way. Pretty swiftly on all accounts too! In 

a timely and ordered fashion. I say again: Men! Men with Sticks! And etc. … 

I’ve got to hand it to the Prelate General, without his prayers his unit wouldn’t have chomped their 

way across the table like that. They ended up in the enemy deployment zone! Where the Lion Guard 

started! His leadership kept the lines secure and pushing forward and his men from dying in droves 

to the superior elven swordsmanship…and the superior elven armoury…and the superior elven 

leadership…and the superior elven manoeuvrability…yeah…just yeah… 

Anyhoo, same thing goes for the Empire BSB, although he’s a sad sack of sh*t when it comes to 

swinging a sword around his head, that leadership reroll kept his boys inline in the most trying of 

circumstances and his orders ensured they could stand up to just about anything the elves had to 

throw at them. 



I think both buses and characters within them pulled down probably the same amount of points too 

all things considered. 

 

Wrap Up: 
I wish to god that I’d set up a time lapse camera to record the movements and play ‘em back in real 

time. It was an Empire migration! Considering what Johns’ original plan was, that pretty much fell 

apart half way through the first turn of the battle. 

Well done to Jonbob/ Ulthred it was a bit touch and go. He built his list around a plan and deployed 

with this in mind. Kudos for keeping his head while everything around him fell to sh*t in the first 

couple of turns and he was forced to adopt a drastically different strategy. In my experience empire 

infantry tend to advance less often than dwarves! 

Those brave and foolish crossbowmen. Those guys. Think they were trying to make up for the 

ludicrous display of cowardice by their cousin unit on the other flank. 

As per usual Scott had to play through in some crappy situations and deal with crappy misgiving dice 

rolls. Poor lad. Dood, seriously, execute those feckin’ dice. Flay them. No good will ever come of 

them. There’s no shame in it. They tainted sirs. Them’s some bad Joo Joo. 

His deployment was good from what I can tell, match ups were about right. Over loading his right 

flank to take the chickens out and swing round and threaten the empire left with his fast and heavy 

hitters. Good times. His poor embattled and stuck-in-mid-field-Lions should have been the perfect 

tool to take and break the armoured chickens of doom. But sadly they never got the chance. 

His left flank pretty much had the job of tying up and tiring out the things he didn’t want to fight on 

the enemies’ terms and did their best. The fast cav. did a brilliant job to my mind. Wizard down in 

the second turn? Made Empire marches a pain in the arse pretty much every turn they were alive 

and ensured the right most crossbowmen were out of action in swift order. It’s a shame the chariot 

didn’t hold out a bit longer or at least do half the damage it should have done to the Flagellants. 

Never mind. 

Any hoo, incredibly exciting game. Massive twists. I thought the empire would be dead in the water 

after the opening moves. Then later I thought the elves were in a good position and form to bring it 

back and at least slay the general and wrangle a draw or better.  

Well done to you both chaps, a most agreeable evening and a hoot of a game. Again please. 

 

 

 


